Call to Order: April 4, 2018 6:46pm
Waive reading of Mar meeting minutes by voice vote
Treasurer’s report: About 5800 in red, report accepted by voice vote
New Members:
None in attendance
Solo Report: Ahren and John
There is a high probability of rain/snow this for the upcoming Solo event on Sat / Sun. We are able to
move the event to 14/15 Apr to avoid the bad weather and use the same site. We could potentially run
on Sunday only because weather is forecast to be better on Sunday. The consensus is we can cancel
completely or move the event to the following weekend. Moved and approved to move the event by
one week to the 14 and 15 of Apr. The insurance and sanction are still good, Ahren will contact the site
manager to make arrangements.
Track Report: Dave Deborde
The event in Mar was great, good weather getting there and at the event. Attendance was smaller than
expected, but safe and good times had by all. With the low turnout Dave is concerned that other events
are taking customers for new PDX (track night and others). Things we might consider:
Lower our basic entry fee, and develop incentives for repeat customers. The events are not drawing
new people so attendance is not increasing. One proposal might be to lower entry fee to $150 for first
time Novice class drivers. Limit drivers in Novice to 10 drivers. Also suggesting to drop our regular entry
fee to $200, or maybe $195 for all other entries. For second events charge less, maybe $25 off of
regular entry fee. This would drive the breakeven attendance higher, potentially to 60 or 65 drivers, as
opposed to 50 for current prices. We should also advertise in bay area and nearer the track to draw
more local drivers. Expenses are about 9k per event.
Moved to lower Novice first time fees to $150, all fees to $195. Accepted by unanimous voice vote.
Moved to discount repeat customers by $25 for all repeats. Motion rejected by discussion. Consensus
is to have an event or two at the reduced prices above.

Old Business:
Street Survival in Feb made $1400 based on newest accounting from Carol. October event is tentative
for Oct 6 at Stead. Stead is on the books for that event.
List of attendees:
Julian Kift
Andy Silva
Don Smith
Sam McCord
Bob Williamson
Scott Knauf
Leon Borden
John Evans
Patty Evans
Jin Uchytil

Cory Davis
Lee Mitchell
L Cooper
John Rice
Dave Deborde
Carol Deborde
Bill McKon

